CHOOSE
DREAMS
OVER SLEEP

‘FOR THOSE
WHO DON’T
SEEK A HOTEL,
BUT AN
EXPERIENCE
INSTEAD’

HOTEL NASSAU BREDA
‘CHOOSE DREAMS OVER SLEEP’
Our hotel guests don’t just come to sleep, but to fulfill dreams. In the
middle of warmly hospitable Breda, guests enjoy luxury-from-heaven
rooms, angelic service, sinful drinks in our Heiligdom (“Sanctuary”) bar and
divine culinary surprises in the Liefdegesticht restaurant.
HOTEL NASSAU BREDA

Hotel Nassau Breda is the first luxury boutique hotel in North Brabant province, the
Netherlands. Located in the dynamic city center of Breda, the hotel’s historic ambiance
provides unique experiences. The austere lifestyle of the nuns who occupied this property in
the 19th century formed a unique contrast to the neighboring old mansions with their wealthy
owners. Today this distinction is still evident in the simple, elegant authentic elements of the
hotel, contrasted with our luxurious services and facilities. The nuns ran an orphanage called
the Liefdegesticht, thus devotion to serving others is built into the very foundations of this
historical building. Today our head chef Angel Pando evokes this name and tradition in his
culinary sanctuary: the Liefdegesticht Restaurant.
Hotel Nassau Breda is a subsidiary of the Autograph Collection Hotels ® of the prestigious
Marriott International hotel chain. A select group of exceptional hotels Autograph Collection
Hotels® are iconic structures, full of character. Carefully chosen for their excellence, originality
and unique qualities, you also benefit from advantages such as the Marriot Bonvoy Program
and Marriott Bonvoy Events Program. For more information concerning this, see our website.
Hotel Nassau Breda has 94 hotel rooms. While the rooms are harmonized by décor, the
original architectural features ensure that each room has a unique layout and arrangement.

ROOMS

All modern rooms are standardly equipped
with luxurious Swiss Sense box spring
mattresses, a 42-inch smart TV, minibar, desk
and office chair, safe, ironing board and iron,
laundry service, coffee and tea facilities and
24-hour room service.
The bathrooms have a shower and/or bath
with rain shower. In addition, the bathrooms
are equipped with exclusive James Heeley
brand toiletries, a professional hairdryer,
lighted bathroom mirror, luxurious towels,
washcloths and slippers.
Hotel Nassau Breda has 4 different types
of rooms: superior rooms, executive rooms,
junior suites and a panoramic suite.

FITNESS

After indulging in the ‘sins’ we offer in our
bar and restaurants, Hotel Nassau Breda
offers redemption in our well-equipped
fitness space, including weight and cardio
equipment and a stretching corner.

BREAKFAST

Our extensive breakfast buffet is an experience
in itself. In the Choir (Koor), surrounded by
lovely stained glass and lighted by nun’s
wimple lamps, we serve a breakfast buffet
daily from 6:30 to 11:00. The buffet consists of
various types of bread, warm dishes, smoked
fish and cold cuts, assorted cheese, fresh fruit,
sweet sandwich spreads, different kinds of
muesli and superfood options, various flavors
of yogurt, milk, fruit juice, coffee and tea.

HEILIGDOM BAR

During your stay you can enjoy our
impressive Heiligdom (“Sanctuary” Bar,
where our staff is eager to serve delicious
drinks, cocktails or even the notorious drink
absinthe. You can relax in our Nassau or
Dillenburg salons after a long journey or
busy working day. In addition, you can work
here quietly or have business discussions in a
relaxed atmosphere.

LIEFDEGESTICHT RESTAURANT
‘MAD LOVE FOR FOOD’

Our professional kitchen staff strives to
provide a unique dining experience in our
Liefdegesticht restaurant. Everyone enjoys
food, simple dishes with rich flavor, in the
spirit of the Roman Catholic nuns who used
to live here. All dishes are pure, fresh and
of premium-quality. With creativity and rich
flavors, you enjoy simple dishes that are
elevated to the divinely exceptional. If you
don’t enjoy some of our delicious wine, that
is truly a sin. To make reservations for our
Liefdegesticht restaurant, you can contact
us through www.liefdegesticht.nl or call +31
(0)76-201 2999.
In the summer months you can enjoy
delicious meals on the sun-drenched terrace
of Liefdegesticht restaurant. Of course, it
is also the ideal location to relax and enjoy
a gin and tonic, a glass of quality wine or a
specialty beer.

CULINARY TEAM

Our culinary team, under the inspiring
guidance of head chef Angel Pando, is
pleased to delight you with superior meals
and offers the latest gastronomic trends. We
gladly provide creative culinary alternatives
to conform to diets, allergies and other
restrictions.

Angel Pando
head chef

MEETINGS & EVENTS

Organizing events saps hours of your valuable time. Exploring and choosing locations, making meal selections and scheduling:
all elements that need to be considered and decided. Not on the day itself, but far in advance. We will naturally assist you in
smoothing out the details. The success of your event is, after all, partially determined by defining the correct motivation, goals and
target group for the event, insuring that the intended message reaches your audience.
Are you looking for an inspiring environment, flexible spaces and a menu consisting of freshly prepared, locally sourced
specialties? Then you’ve found the right place! Our team of professionals is also available to help coordinate your event. You can
enjoy yourself, relaxed in the knowledge that we’ll provide a successful occasion.
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Single point of contact during your event
Quick response
Tailor-made assistance
Tasty culinary breaks
Free high-speed Wi-Fi
Location in Breda’s lively city center
Easy access and ample parking

MEETINGS

In addition to the Chapel, Hotel Nassau Breda has various boardand meeting rooms. Everything is possible: from a small boardroom
meeting for 4+ people to an extensive theater-seating gathering of
250 people.

MEETING PACKAGES

Hotel Nassau Breda offers the following meeting packages:
4-hour NASSAU package (includes lunch)
8-hour NASSAU package (includes lunch)
Other custom-made meeting packages upon request.

from € 62,50
from € 72,50

A meeting package consists of the following items:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Meeting/boardroom for one or two half-day sessions
A single contact person during the meeting or event
Use of a flipchart
Plasma screen (60”) or a projector and screen
Pens and notepads
Drinking water on the conference tables
Unlimited coffee and tea (no soft drinks)
Morning and/or afternoon break with sweet & salty snacks
Sandwich lunch including coffee, tea and fruit juices

CAPACITY OF ROOMS
ROOM/
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-

-

-

-
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DINNER
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-

40
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18

-

-

-

-

20
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12
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12

25

-

12
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10
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10

20

-

10

Polanen

8

-

-

-

-

8

EXPECT THE
UNEXPECTED

CHAPEL (KAPEL)

With beautiful vaulted, colorful stainedglass windows and even an authentic floor,
our Chapel is the ultimate location for
your memorable event. During renovation,
the chapel was modified to optimize
acoustics with, for instance, absorbent
stuccowork. This makes musical events
come into their own here. The Chapel is
extremely accessible for disabled guests,
with a separate entrance and spacious toilet
facilities.

DRINKS

Hotel Nassau Breda is also a unique
location to organize a drink in Breda’s
bustling, hospitable city center. You are
welcome in our Heiligdom bar sanctuary,
Liefdegesticht restaurant or on our sundrenched terrace. Naturally a drink can
also be part of your total event package,
including the possibility of an exclusive
reception for your group. Besides the
extensive beverage assortment, including
beer, wines, cocktails, gins and absinthe, we
also serve various sweet or salty snacks. We
are happy to discuss the options with you.

DINNER

Hotel Nassau Breda offers a wide range
of dining options. From a trendy walking
dinner to a luxurious sit-down banquet.
All meals are prepared by culinary artists,
headed by chef Angel Pando and served
by our team of professionals. The beautiful
tablecloths, sparkling glassware and refined
decoration provide the perfect atmosphere
to compliment the occasion and the group.
Should you request it, we will serve a wine
assortment or other drinks of choice to
harmonize with your meal. We gladly provide
creative culinary alternatives to conform to
diets, allergies or other restrictions.

It is also possible to have a lunch or dinner
with a select group in our Liefdegesticht
restaurant. We serve 2- to 5-course meals
for groups of at least 8 people. There are
various possibilities for a private gathering—
from a sit-down dinner in the courtyard or
the Kapittel to a walking dinner in our Choir
(Koor).

PARTY-TIME!

The Chapel (Kapel) is the unique party
location par excellence for an amazing
group of up to 350 people. This can be
expanded to the courtyard. You can
choose between paying-per-drink or drinks
package. The optional cocktail bar and tasty
appetizers make the party complete. We
offer various options for late-night snacks as
a culinary finale to your event.

ENTERTAINMENT

Naturally we, together with permanent
professional partners as required, can offer
support for the organization of the event,
including coordinating the entertainment.
We look forward to discussing the options
with you.

LIGHT AND SOUND TECHNIQUE

The Chapel (Kapel) has a sound system
for background music. We work together
with professional AV suppliers for all
additional sound and audiovisual facilities.
The Chapel has spotlights that provide
beautifully accentuate the pillars and vaults
of the chapel.

INTERIOR DECORATION

Decoration and design play an important
role in setting the tone for your event. The
Chapel and/or Courtyard have a mobile
bar and various modern bar tables, each
with a pair of matching bar stools. We work
together with professional partners to
provide supplementary decoration or design
elements.

FREE WI-FI

Hotel Nassau Breda offers free Wi-Fi in the
public spaces, the rooms and even in the
meeting rooms (4 MB/sec). Therefore, you
are online in just two clicks.

PARKEREN

Hotel Nassau Breda offers a Valet
Parking service for € 35 per night’s stay.
Or choose for public parking in the
spacious De Barones and Q-Park on the
Markendaalseweg. These indoor parking
garages are approximately a one-minute
walk from Hotel Nassau Breda and you can
exit 24 hours a day.

Contact information

HOTEL NASSAU BREDA
Nieuwstraat 23, 4811 WV BREDA
+31 (0) 76 888 4921
www.hotelnassaubreda.nl
For more information or to make an appointment, please contact our Sales & Events team
by email: events@hotelnassaubreda.nl or telephone +31 (0)76-888 4921.

